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This column is a place for those bits of contagious
mathematics that travel from person to person in the
community, because they are so elegant, surprising, or
appealing that one has an urge to pass them on.
Contributions are most welcome.
I present and discuss a puzzle about wizards invented by
John H. Conway.
T
his article is about a puzzle invented by John H.
Conway. Conway emailed it to me in June 2009. I
wrote about it on my blog [1]. I also invented and
posted a simplified version [2] and a generalized version [3].
But I never published a solution or a discussion. Now the
time has come to do so.
The Original Puzzle
John Conway sent me a puzzle about wizards, which he
invented in the 1960s. Here it is:
Last night I sat behind two wizards on a bus, and overheard
the following:
A: ‘‘I have a positive integral number of children, whose ages
are positive integers, the sum of which is the number of this
bus, while the product is my own age.’’
B: ‘‘How interesting! Perhaps if you told me your age and the
number of your children, I could work out their individual
ages?’’
A: ‘‘No.’’
B: ‘‘Aha! AT LAST I know how old you are!’’
Now what was the number of the bus?
A Discussion and a Solution
This is an incredible puzzle. This is also an underappreciated
puzzle. It is more interesting than it might seem. When
someone announces the answer, it is not clear whether they
have solved it completely. No wonder Conway looked at me
with suspicion when, the day after receiving the puzzle, I told
him the number of the bus.
I am a spoiler. I will spoil you and will tell you how to solve
this puzzle, but not right now. First, I want to apologize for the
seeming rudeness of wizard A. When he says, ‘‘No,’’ he does
not mean, ‘‘I do not want to tell you my age and the number of
my children.’’ ‘‘No’’ is the answer to theprevious question, and
it means, ‘‘My age and the number of my children are not
enough to imply their individual ages.’’
Here is my real question. Why were the wizards riding the
bus? Could they have been on a trolley? No, they could not
have been. Conway designs his problems very carefully. In
this puzzle he implicitly introduced a good notation. I will
follow his suggestion and denote the age of the wizard, the
number of the bus, and the number of the children by a, b,
and c.
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Examples
Let us start with some examples. Suppose b = 5. Here is the
list of possible ages for children, and the corresponding age of
the wizard and the number of children:
• 1, 1, 1, 1, and 1. Then a = 1 and c = 5.
• 1, 1, 1, and 2. Then a = 2 and c = 4.
• 1, 1, and 3. Then a = 3 and c = 3.
• 1, 2, and 2. Then a = 4 and c = 3.
• 1 and 4. Then a = 4 and c = 2.
• 5. Then a = 5 and c = 1.
For the purpose of the theoretical discussion, let us ignore
the ridiculously small age of the wizard. We see that if the
wizard is not 4 years old, his age is sufficient to determine the
number and the ages of the children. In any case, the wizard’s
age and the number of his children uniquely determine their
ages. So wizard A could not have said, ‘‘No.’’ From this
example we can conclude that the bus number is not 5.
Checking other small cases we can assure ourselves that the
bus number is greater than 5: b [ 5.
We can keep increasing the bus number by 1 until we find
the bus number for which the wizard A could have said ‘‘No.’’
One might think this gives us the answer. We will obtain a
right answer this way, and produce a correct bus number
and the age of the wizard, but we will miss a big part of the
story.
Let us look at large bus numbers. Suppose that b = 21. The
wizard A can say ‘‘No’’ in this case. Indeed, if he were 96 and
had three children, their ages are not uniquely defined. They
could be 1, 8, and 12, or alternatively, 2, 3, and 16. But the
important question is whether the wizard B can now deter-
mine that A is 96.Not really. Itmight be that the wizard A is 240
and has three children: 4, 5, and 12, or alternatively, 3, 8, and
10. So 21 cannot be the bus number, but for a completely
different reason. Wizard B could not have figured out the age
of wizard A.
Does this always happen with large numbers? Let us try 22.
If we think about it, we do not even need to perform new
calculations. The wizard’s age is ambiguous again. He can be
96 and can have four children of ages 1, 1, 8, and 12, or 1, 2, 3,
and 16. Similarly, he can be 240 and have four children 1, 4, 5,
and 12, or alternatively, 1, 3, 8, and 10. Do you see what
happened? We can add one more child of age 1. This way, the
number of children increases by 1, the sum increases by 1, and
the product stays the same. That means if bus b had two
possible ages for wizard B, then the same two ages would
work for bus b + 1. Therefore, we do not need to check large
numbers that are greater than 21: b \ 21.
Nowour problembecomesfinite.We just need to try all the
possibilities up to 21 to find the answer. It is lucky for Conway
that the bus number is uniquely defined in this way. It could
have been that as soon as wizard A said ‘‘No,’’ the age would
not be uniquely defined. Or, it could have been that there
were several bus numbers for which wizard B could have
guessed A’s age.
Now to the answer. The bus number is 12. The only age for
which the bus number and the number of children do not
define the ages of children is 48. The children’s ages could be
2, 2, 2, and 6, or, on the other hand, 1, 3, 4, and 4.
To complete the solution, we need to check that all the bus
numbers less than 12 will not permit wizard A to say no, and
bus numbers greater than 12 will not define the age of wizard
A uniquely. I will leave the first task to you. I want to show that
bus numbers starting from 13 do not work. Indeed, if the bus
number is 13, wizard A can say ‘‘no’’ if he is 48 and has five
children, aged either 1, 2, 2, 2, and 6, or 1, 1, 3, 4, and 4. The
second possible age for wizard A is 36, with three children
aged either 2, 2, and 9, or 1, 6, and 6. If the bus number is 13 or
greater, wizard B cannot figure out the age of wizard A.
The Number of Children
Here I would like to reflect on the number of children.
It is obvious from the start that wizard A has more than two
children. If he had one child, then the child’s age would be
both the number of the bus and the same as the father’s age.
Although this is unrealistic, in mathematics strange things can
happen. The important part is that if wizard A has one child he
could not have said ‘‘No.’’ The same is true for two children:
Their age distribution is uniquely defined by the sum and the
product of their ages.
So wizard A has to have at least three children. One com-
mon mistake is to assume that wizard A has to have exactly
three children. People who make this mistake might well
discover the beauty of this puzzle, but they’ll miss the bus, so
to speak.
These people will find that the first case, when wizard A
says ‘‘No’’ and has three children, is for bus 13, when wizard
A’s age is 36, and his children’s ages are either 2, 2, and 9, or 1,
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6, and 6. The next bus number, 14, produces two potential
ages for wizard A. First, he could be 40 and his children could
be aged either 2, 2, and 10, or 1, 5, and 8. Second, he could be
72 and his children could be agedeither 3, 3, and 8, or 2, 6, and
6. So if someone tells you that the answer is 13, you can safely
guess that that person assumed that wizard A has three
children.
Simplified Wizards
Nowthatwehavediscussed the solution toConway’spuzzle, I
would like to share a simpler puzzle that youwill have to solve
on your own. For the sake of continuity, I suppressed reality;
assume ages do not need to be realistic.
A: ‘‘I have a positive integral number of children, whose ages
are positive integers, the sum of which is the number of this
bus, while the product is my own age.’’
B: ‘‘How interesting! Perhaps if you told me the number of
your children, I could work out their individual ages?’’
A: ‘‘No.’’
B: ‘‘Aha! AT LAST I know how many children you have!’’
What is the number of the bus? While you are at it, is it
possible to figure out the age of the wizard?
Surprisingly, the number of the bus can again be uniquely
determined.
Generalized Wizards
Now I want to give you a more difficult puzzle:
Last night I sat behind two wizards on a bus, and overheard
the following:
A: ‘‘I have a positive integral number of children, whose ages
are positive integers, the sum of which is the number of this
bus, while the product is my own age. Also, the sum of the
squares of their ages is the number of dolls in my collection.’’
B: ‘‘How interesting! Perhaps if you told me your age, the
number of your children, and the number of dolls, I could
work out your children’s individual ages.’’
A: ‘‘No.’’
B: ‘‘Aha! AT LAST I know how old you are!’’
Now, what was the number of the bus?
By the way, by now you should be able to figure out why I
prefer ‘‘dolls’’ over ‘‘baseball cards.’’
Although I kept the focus of this puzzle on the bus and
on the age of the wizard for the sake of continuity with
Conway’s original puzzle, I had to sacrifice realism. For this
puzzle, you need to have an open mind. In Conway’s ori-
ginal puzzle you do not need to assume that wizard A’s age
is in a particular range, but after you solve it, you see that
his age makes sense. In this generalized puzzle, you might
be surprised how long wizards can live and keep their
fertility.
Another difference with the original puzzle is that it is dif-
ficult to solve this one without a computer.
Once again the solution is unique. The number of
the bus is 26. All buses with numbers less than 25 do
not give wizard A the opportunity to say ‘‘No.’’ If the bus is
26, the wizard is 3456 years old and has seven children
and 124 dolls. The ages of the children are one of the
following:
• 1, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 8
• 2, 2, 2, 2, 6, 6, 6
If the bus number is 27, we can reuse the solution for
bus 26 and add one more child, aged 1. Thus wizard A
could be 3456 years of age, could have eight children, and
could have 125 dolls. This bus number, however, has
another solution for the younger age of 2560, six children,
and 165 dolls:
• 1, 4, 4, 4, 4, 10
• 2, 2, 2, 5, 8, 8
You can try to continue to the next step of general-
ization and create another puzzle by adding the next
symmetric polynomial on the ages of the children, for
example, the sum of cubes. In this case, I do not know if
the puzzle works: that is, if there is a unique bus num-
ber. I did not have the patience or the computer wisdom
to do this. I conjecture that uniqueness will stop. Luck
will run out, and we will not have a clean puzzle any
longer.
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